PAA Poster Practice Talks – Monday, March 13
Poster Presentations
Monday, March 13, 12:30-1:30 pm
CFDR conference room, 7C Williams

Postdoctoral Position at the Population Research Institute
Penn State is recruiting a NICHD-funded postdoc position in Social Environments and Population Health. Applicants must have a Ph.D. in demography, sociology, family studies, anthropology, health policy and administration, or a related discipline by the starting date. The application deadline is March 15, 2023. More information is available here.

CFDR Symposium – Wednesday, March 29
“The Rising Significance of Singlehood in the U.S."
Wednesday, March 29, 2023
12:30 - 4:30 pm ET
Zoom Event
Click here for more information and to register

Affiliates and Students: Acknowledgment Statement Required for Manuscripts and Presentations
Affiliates and students at NICHD-funded population centers are required to acknowledge population infrastructure support in all of their papers and presentations, including those in which the first author is not a CFDR affiliate. Such acknowledgment is critical to convey the impact of federal funding on advances in research. If you have not already done so, please add the statement provided at this link to your manuscripts and presentations.